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Abstract 
Many companies have adopted the postponement strategy to manage their supply chain and achieve the 
continuous competitive advantage. There have been many literatures solving the postponement degree of 
product manufacture, such as Graman (2010), and our paper is to solve the similar problem. The target of 
our paper is to a new cost model to solve the partial postponement problem by adding penalty cost 
parameter of shortage under stochastic demand based on the research work by Graman (2010) in the 
European Journal of Operational Research. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Postponement strategy is an effective strategy to achieve mass customization and it has been perceived 
as one of the major supply chain management practices, because it can better deal with the product 
proliferation without incurring large operating costs caused by postponement activities (Li et al., 2006). 
There have been many researches on the postponement problem, typically, as in Graman and Magazine 
(2002, denoted G&M(2002)), the authors studied the impact of postponement capacity on the benefits of 
inventory savings, given a defined customer service level, denoted as fill rate, which is decided by 
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managers in the paper, and then a model of single-period and two products capacitated –postponement 
inventory is analyzed, where the non-postponed finished final product inventory and the generic product 
inventory (i.e. postponed inventory, which will be customized until the real customer demand is known) 
are both held by the manufacture. The two final different products can be made from the generic products 
(i.e. postponed products) by packaging, additional parts or other customized service etc. to meet different 
demand. The finished product inventory will be used to meet the real demand first, but once the demand 
are excess of finished product inventory, some or all of the generic product will be completed to meet the 
excess demand as much as possible within the specified delivery time. The author obtained some 
important conclusions, such as when the fill rate, the coefficient of variation, the number of products 
being postponed increase, the demands are more negatively correlated and the demand distribution of 
different products are approaching each other, and then inventory saving will increase and most 
importantly, the author observed an important phenomenon that a relatively small amount of 
postponement capacity (about 40% of total expected demand) can achieve all of the benefits of 
completely postponing all demands, i.e. keeping all the inventory as generic product and different 
customized parts rather than any final finished products, and the customized parts can be assembled to the 
generic product to form the final customized products quickly until the real demands is certain. This 
important phenomenon will inspire many firms to adopt the partial postponement strategy, and especially, 
postponement strategy is relative to some additional postponement cost, such as the investment cost, 
processing cost, handling cost of common inventory. But there is a potential preliminary behind the 
numerical analysis and observation, i.e. the fill rates of different products are the same. 
 So in the later research of Graman(2010, denoted G(2010)), the author further set a similar model to 
the model in G&M(2002), but there are some distinct difference. The first difference is G(2010) focused 
on solving the minimum-cost objective function by considering some additional costs caused by 
postponement, where the postponed manufacturing or assembly will cause the more frequent setups of 
production line to process smaller lot size, additional handling, packaging to facilitate the handling and 
maintaining integration of generic products, denoted as assemble labor and material cost. Secondly, 
G(2010) showed some additional different conclusions based on the research of G&M(2002), such that 
when the value of generic products and relative postponement cost decrease (including packaging 
postponed inventory to maintain product integrity, additional operation, waiting caused by inability to 
delivery within the specified lead time), the holding cost increase, etc., the total inventory and expected 
total cost will decrease. The third difference between the two continuous researches is: in G&M(2002), 
the assumption that each fill rate or the expected number of stockouts for each customized final products 
equal is the basis for comparison among different level of partial or capacitated postponement strategy 
and other sensitivity analysis of different parameters change on the total inventory level of generic 
products and final products. But in the version of G(2010) the fill rate or the expected number of 
stockouts is set as an constraint in solving the minium cost non-linear programing problem, and in the 
process of reasoning and analysis, G(2010) didn’t discriminate the regions [8][9] and [7] in Fig 1. That is 
to say, G (2010) treat the condition happened in region [8] and [9] as the same in region [7] in the 
computating the expected number of stockouts, as shown in the equation (C.4) and (C.5) in the appendix 
C in G (2010), which will cause error reasoning in solving the non-programming problem. Importantly, 
the fill rates for different customer are often different according to the profits obtained from the sales for 
different customer, the important degree of the orders, or the penalty cost caused by the demand unmet. 
The more important of the order, the more profit obtained from the order or the bigger penalty cost, the 
responding order should be met in the more anterior sequence, which is a universal phenomenon in many 
enterprises, so there should be some difference between the fill rates for different customer or products, 
and we will demonstrate that the problem formulation and computation will be simplified and direct by 
introducing the penalty cost parameter substituting for the fill rate.
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Fig.1. (a) Graphical depiction of inventory levels and regions for a partial postponement scenario where realizations of demand and 
stockouts can occur, as same in G&M(2002); (b) Graphical depiction of inventory levels defining regions where realizations of 
demand can occur for a partial-postponement scenario, as same in G(2010). 
So the main targets of our paper include two aspects: (1) why the expression of expected stockout 
product should consider the region [7], [8] and [9] differently, and discriminate the integration expression 
of expected number of stockouts happened in region [7], [8] and [9]; (2) when the introduce of the 
different penalty cost parameter rather than the equal fill rate parameter for different customized product, 
and when the shortage cost is set as an item in the objective total cost function but not as a constaint 
included in G(2010), the reasoning and computation can be simplified, and more importantly, it is more 
fit the decision condition as many companies meet. For convenience and comparation, the following 
notation and definitions are used as those in G(2010) except the parameter of penalty cost and
inventory number of left over .
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2. Expression for the expected stockouts of inventory 
 In model of G(2010), the objective function was to minimize the cost made up of assembly cost, 
postponement cost, packaging cost and holding cost of combined finished goods with postponed 
inventory. The constraints include fill rate constraints, boundary condition constraints, postponement 
capacity allocation constraints and non-negativity constaints. The expression of the expected 
stockouts ( ) in the region [1]-[5] is same to G&M(2002) and G(2010), when the real demand 
of both products can’t be met by all finished product inventory and generic or postponed inventory which 
is happened in region [7]-[9] of fig.1(a) or in region [7] of fig.1(b), then the computation of expected 
stockouts for each product is based on the decision rule: equalize the fill rates of each product ( P38, in 
G(2010)), i.e. 
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[9] and [7] in fig.1. That is to say, G (2010) treat the condition happened in region [8] and [9] as the same 
in region [7] in the computation the expected number of stockouts, as shown in the equation (C.4) and 
(C.5) in the appendix C, which will cause error reasoning in solving the non-programming problem. The 
reason for this is as following: 
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When the demand happened in the region [8] or [9], all the finished and postponed inventory will all be 
exerted where , and this is basis to compute . At the same time, the equation will decide 
how the postponed capacity (or generic products) is allocated to each type of final products, but as shown 
in G&M(2002), when the demand happened in region [8] or [9], one of the product demand is much more 
larger than the other one, so even all the postponement capacity is allocated to complete the product of 
large demand, the fill rate can’t be raised to equal that of lower product demand. For example, in region 
[8], demand for product 2 is much more lager than product 1, so all the postponed capacity is allocated to 
product 2 to attempt to equalize the fill rate, as a result, the boundary function between [7] and [8] 
is:
CPP =+ 21 ][ iSOE
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But not the general expression (C.4) and (C.5) in the appendix C in G(2010), which will ignore the 
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There are three decision variables S1, S2, C and only some non-negativity constraints while there are 
five varibles and more additional constraints in G(2010). Besides, the model can be solved by genetic 
algorithm. So the computation process will be simplified and thereby it will be easy to obersve the effects 
of variable C on the value of Si and the total cost, when the postponed capacity is set to different value.
4. Conclusion 
In future research, we can still consider two final products which are still assembled or customized 
from a common inventory or product platform, but the two products can be partial substituted for each 
other, such that one of the product with better characteristics can be used to substitute for the other one to 
meet demand, but the reverse substitution can’t be accepted or price of the product with better 
characteristics is general higher than the other one and the substitution is relative to tradeoff between 
product price and fill rate of customer demand.  
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